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ARTS POLICY

The Germaariivest in
cultural controversy
By Michael Gallantz

Friederike Petain's "female
structuralist" work was part of
a show of new video art in
Germany.

The Goethe Institute, the organization that handles most of
West Germany's cultural diplomacy, doesn't think much of
Goethe. "We've had numerous
requests to sponsor the wellknown plays of Goethe and
Schiller, but we turn them
down," says Ernst Schurmann,
director in charge of cultural cooperation at tfie Goethe Institute of San Francisco. "We've
also given up on classical and
romantic chamber music—it's
well-representedjm the commercial market."
But the Goethe, Institute enthusiastically finances the international distribution of political
films like Knife in the Head and
Germany in Autumn, both of
which deal with contemporary
Germany's very real repression.
West Germany's cultural diplomacy is part of a massive program of government sponsorship
of the arts. Germany spends
more on its opera than the U.S.
spent on all the arts, even before
the Reagan cutbacks. And West
German cultural largesse has certainly helped make German culture a significant presence on the
American artistic scene. But German cultural diplomacy is as interesting for what it spends its
money on as for the amount of
. money it spends.
West ^fri1any*s progressive
approach to international cultural policy has flourished even
in a repressive period in domestic German politics, with ironically contradictory results. The
same director the Goethe Institute brought to San Francisco to
direct a controversial German'
play had lost an established,
salaried position as a result of
political repression at home; on
the other hand, the sharply
critical political films brought
here by the Institute were produced with public funding from
the state TV network that has
financed most German films
since the late '60s.
While potential opposition to
Reagan's dismantling of government cultural programs is confused by the sense that government funding necessarily leads to
censorship, the West German example suggests the merits of a
less fatalistic approach.
Founded in 1951 to provide
German language courses to foreigners, the Goethe Institute has
since taken over the cultural
functions of West Germany's
diplomatic missions. It is now a
worldwide network of 114 branches in 65 countries with a total
annual budget of about $100
million a year. Sixty-five percent
of this comes from the German
government, the rest from the
Goethe Institute's own revenues
from its language courses. The
Institute's relationship with its
government as a private contractor for cultural diplomacy is unique, and the intent of this arrangement is, in Ernst Schurmann's words, that "cultural activities should be unhampered by
day-to-day political activities."
Schurmann does a good job of
documenting that this independence is real, and both recipients
of Goethe Institute funding and

independent observers back him
up. The German Consul-General
can veto a cultural program, although it has only happened, according to Schurmann, twice or
three times and never injhe U.S.
The veto applies only to involvement in party politics and to programs detrimental to the image
of another country. It does not
apply to programs with a strong
but not explicitly partisan political content, no matter how critical of the existing German regime.
The Goethe Institute does turn
down many requests for money,
not because they're too controversial, but, as with Goethe and
Schiller, because they're not controversial enough. If the Dr.
Strangelove stereotype of Germany as the authoritarian and
militaristic land of "blood and
iron" is the prevailing stereotype
of our times, there is an even older stereotype of, Germany embodied in the early 19th century
saying, "Providence has given to
the French the empire of the
land; to the English that of the
sea; to the Germans that of the
air!" The Goethe Institute seems
determined to bring culture
down to earth by placing it in its
historical context, by emphasizing the contemporary over the
classical, and by asking about
the contemporary relevance of
the culture of earlier historical
periods.

Total programming.
Take the Expressionism exhibit.
Called "Expressionism: A German Intuition 1905-1920," it
used money from the West German government, our own National Endowment for the Arts
and one corporate sponsor, Philip Morris, to bring 330 works by
18 artists from the Museum
Folkwang in Essen, Germany,
to two American museums.
Alone this exhibit would have
been spectacular, yes, but in a
way not unusual—only this
year's once-in-a-lifetime art
event, publicized and perceived
as great art devoid of any historical context.
But when the San Francisco
Goethe Institute heard about the
exhibit, they suggested to the San
Francisco Museum of Modern
Art that they cooperate closely on
a program to "give the public a
better chance to understand the
cultural environment of Expressionism:" The result was twoand-a-half months of programming about Expressionism's
epoch—a concert series, films,
lectures, a -university extension
class and a theatrical production.
In a similar way the San Francisco Goethe Institute created
many other local German cultural events—all with a 20th-century and many with a completely
contemporary focus. Before the
Expressionism exhibit they presented showings of and lectures
about German video and performance art. They chose video art
"precisely because it's a new art
form and generates the same
questions and problems in both
countries, which makes contact
between different national
scenes especially important." In
the works is a program on, "industrial culture."
According to Schurmann, "In
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the last 20 yea^I« Seen quite
obvious in both Germany and
the U.S. that there's an interest
in preserving the heritage of industrial cultural phenomena.
Ten years ago a lot became obsolete; people began to dismantle
gas lights, coal mines, railroads.
So we put together a program. It
includes the 19th century, but
it's not merely historical but
about what it would mean today
if we dismantled everything not
needed for economic needs."
In the U.S. the Goethe Institute spends roughly $2 million
annually—about $300,000 each
through, branches in Atlanta,
Boston, Chicago and San Francisco, twice that through New
York, which cosponsors a subsidiary project in Cincinnati
with the state university there,
and much less at the fledgling
Houston branch.
The Goethe Institutes in different cities have different focuses,
although Schurmann estimates
that popular response to contemporary German art is about
equal in San Francisco, New
York and Boston. In Chicago
the Goethe Institute has focused
on film programming, such as
retrospectives of filmmakers
Alexander Kluge and Peter Lilinethal, programs of experimental film and photographyvfcom
1919-1939 and works by womerN.
filmmakers. In connection with
a University of Munich project
on'German working-class immigrants to Chicago, the Institute (
will sponsor lectures by a labor ^
historian and a film series op-^
19th-century German labpHmtory.
In New York, which along
with Washington, D.C., gets
most of th*e blockbuster projects,
the Goethe House is starting a
year-long project on the theme
of Germany in the 19th century
in conjunction with an exhibit of
19th-century German art at the
Metropolitan Museum. Even in
Los'Angeles, which .has no
Goethe Institute, the German
government has backed an enormous $1.5 million, two-month
Berlin-Los Angeles sister-city
celebration of culture, science
and industry.

Help from overseas.
But perhaps the most interesting
and innovative aspect of the Institute programming is its sponsorship of American artists in
collaborative projects. A decade
ago the Institute brought over
only ready-made German productions. San Francisco became
a showcase for a new approach
when, through Schumann's
mediation, the local Julian The*
ater produced a play by Botho
Strauss. Strauss is a German
.playwright of the '60s generation. None of his work had been
presented in English. Translator
Robert Goss calls Strauss (who
published an important essay in
1970 called "An Attempt to
Think Political and Aesthetic
Events As Two Parts of the
Same Thing") a writer who rebels against the political compromises of the older generation.
In 1977 the Julian presented
Goss' translation of Strauss' The
Hypochondriacs. New York
then followed San Francisco's
lead with a Goethe Institute-
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backed translation and production of Strauss' Big and Little
at the Phoenix Theater in 1979.
It didn't do well, but in 1980
Schumann went back to the Julian for Three Acts of Recognition, a more expensive play with
a bigger cast, and gave them
$17,000 seed money followed by
more later. They also brought
over the famous German director Dieter Gicsing to direct the
Julian's production. The result
was a critically acclaimed production on most local critics' 10
best list last year. When the production toured Los Angeles the
Goethe Institute brough over the;
playwright and provided funding
to pay the actors during the tour
Next the Goethe Institute went
to San Francisco's Magic Theatre, nationally known as the
home base uf Pulitzer \vhiasr
Sam Shepard.
"Schurmann wanted to give
funds for an as-yet-untranslated
play," said the Magic's Martin
Esslin. "I initiated the idea of
[Georg Kaiser's] Europe;, He
didn't know the piny, He looker! The Goethe Institute provided
over the translation, of course,, funds for a production of the
hut there were no strings." Eur- Expressionist drama EVROPA.
opn, an Expressionist mixture of
spoken drama and ballet, seeds
sets and choreography that important in this new self-asserwould ordinarily make it yrc- tiveness. The Goethe Institute's
hibitively expensive for a small budget, like the overall West
company.
German budget for cultural diplomacy, has steadily increased
In spite of terror.
faster than the rate of inflation.
This enlightened approach to
It shouldn't be a surprise that
cultural diplomacy persisted the U.S. is a target for German
through the turn towards re- cultural diplomacy. "The U.S.
pression taken by West German has an overwhelming political,
politics after the terrorism at the economic, and intellectual im1972 Munich Olympics. Three portance for every European
reasons seem to account fos1 its country," says Schurmann.
resilience. Aftej the totalitarian- "The Germans are genuinely
ism of the Third Reich, Scfeitr- scared of becoming isolated in
mann says, "the most impor- Europe and fear that the Atlantaut objective of German for- tic is widening," adds Tubach.
eign policy was to establish con- The number of Goethe Institute
fidence abroad, to prove that branches in the U.S. doubled in
we are really a democratic coun- the last seven years, while the
try."
number worldwide has remainFrederic Tubach, professor ed constant.
of German at the University o?
That West German culture
California at Berkeley, says that has been blossoming after a
in the last five to eight years the long dry period has certainly
Germans have felt a new self- added to the sense that it's worth
confidence, one that also re- some money to show off. "Reflects itself in international cisai- member.'i says Esslin, "that
ings. As both domestic aad in- German culture was invisible
ternational pressures prevent for 25 years after 1933 because
the Bonn Republic from playing the Nazis were in power and it
the military role of a great pow- took a long time to recover."
er, culture has been especially
The interest in pre-Nazi art
This 1920 woodcut by Max
Pechstein was part of the mas»
sive Expressionism exhiltl* last
year.

has also been gradually building, The 6,000 Expressionist
works confiscated by the Nazis
sold at auction have been rediscovered and bought back. "The
Nazis ripped this art out of museums. It's as if all Renaissance
pictures were banned," says Esslin. "It's taken a long time to
reassess and reassemble them."
Schurmann points out that this
reassemblage may have occurred at a propitious moment in
cultural history. "After the rationalistic approach of the '60s
student movement achieved little in changing the political and
social system, the Western world
saw a mood of resignation and a
new openness to the irrational.
The most radically anti-intellectual movement of the century
was German Expressionism, and
it would probably have had little
attraction in 1968."
But economics was just as important as culture or diplomacy
in the West Germans' willingness
to embark on such a large and
uninhibited program of cultural
export. And economics may be
the limiting factor. Robert Goss
makes an analogy between German prosperity in the '70s and
American prosperity in the '50s.
But times are changing. "Now
the tendency is to cut down budget increases to no more than the
inflation factor, as fiscal things
get more critical in Germany
now, and we've developed a considerable deficit in the balance of
payments," warns German Consul-General Lothar Schuenke.
He may be optimistic—this year
the Goethe Institute took an absolute cut in its budget for the
first time ever.
The West German method of
financing much artistic endeavor
may look good from this side of
the ocean, but it has its problems
too. Peter Gruene, head of the
San Francisco Goethe's Institute's language department and
pedagogical program, points out

two difficulties. "The artists
[who receive funding] form a
structure, which seals off those
below. Now a new group of filmJutta Brueckner's YEARS OF
HUNGER was shown in a
Chicago series on new Berlin
women filmmakers.

makers is rebelling against the
New German Cinema, which is
now old. So unintentionally the
government is suppressing an
upcoming generation. And also
because German filmmakers, for
example, are independent of box
office success, they don't respect
their audience. They're in an
ivory tower. People can walk
out; the filmmakers don't care,"
because they're funded by the
German government.
"This brings up the question
of on what authority these experts decide on the quality of a
program," adds Schurmann.
"But what would work better?"
And many pure but hungry
American artists will be apt to
ask, what indeed?
•
Michael Gallantz heads the film
department of San Francisco's
Artbeat magazine.
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by Nicole Hollander
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Belize

Continued from page 10
In a press conference with over 150 international journalists Price defined Belize's future foreign policy as that of a
nonaligned nation trying to act as a link
between the countries of Central America and the Caribbean. He was not worried about the possibility of U.S. aid to
the military regime in Guatemala. "The
U.S. is big enough to have many friends,"
he said.
Guatemala is not the only problem
confronting this lightly populated country, about the size of El Salvador but with
only one-thirtieth the population. Many
Belizeans also worry about what they call
"Latinization."
Over the years some 30,000 Belizeans
have emigrated to the U.S. for work.
Some 2,500 a year continue to do so,
most of them illegally, according to the
U.S. consul's office here. At the same
time, Spanish-speaking peasants from
Guatemala, Mexico and other nearby
countries, including some 3,000 to 5,000
war refugees from El Salvador, have
moved to Belize in search of peace and
open lands to farm. The Belizean government has welcomed the refugees but has
asked for the UN and other international
aid agencies to provide the money needed
for resettlement. The government has
also offered to take in Vietnamese and
Haitian refugees if the international agencies will provide the funding, according
to minister of state V.H. Courteney.
Many people see this offer as an attempt
to maintain Belize's racial and linguistic
balance. "At the present time we're not

worried about a Latinization of the culture because we do not predict any major
new wave of war refugees entering the
country in the near futtt^tepourteney
says. •
To solve the problems of unemployment and emigration as well as inadequate roads, housing and water systems,
the government hopes to develop joint
ventures with foreign capital within the
planning limits of a mixed economy.
With open lands throughout the western
and southern part of the country and
hundreds of off-shore coral islands
strung along the world's second largest
barrier reef, agriculture and tourism both
hold great potential for "a careful development."
The human potential of a highly literate, racially mixed and tolerant culture
that ranges from pot-growing rastafarians to chicken-rearing Mennonites may
hold even greater promise if the surrounding conflicts of Central America's
class wars don't engulf this newest and
most fragile of nations.
•
David Helvarg has been on assignment
for In These Times in Central America.

Israel

Continued from page 10
Also angering the outspoken mayor—
whom the Israeli press regularly labels as
"rejectionist" despite his clear support
of a formal peace settlement between a
Palestinian state and Israel in the
pre-1967 boundaries—was the authorities' refusal to allow him to fly to the
U.S. for medical treatment. Khalaf, who
now walks with a cane and a brace after
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October 9-12
Columbus Day weekend vacation workshop
at the Berkshire Forum with Jehane Dyllan
performing her brilliant play about theKaren
Silkwood case and discussing implications
of the tragedy. Fall foliage. Write, call Berkshire Forum, Stephentown, NY 12168; (518)
733-5497.
LOS

C H I C A G O , IL

October*
"Democratic Communications: Some
Ideas and Proposals." Speaker is Ralph
Sutler, an organizer of the Abortion Rights
Petition Campaign and author of a plan
for a democratically owned and edited
mass-circulation general interest periodical. Discussion following. 828 Davis St.,
Evanston (near David El stop). 475-1095.
For edited transcript, send $1.00 to Box
8117, Chicago 60680.
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Association for Workplace
Democracy
1747 Connecticut Ave, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

Citizens Energy Project
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Washington, DC 20001
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of Illinois
109 N. Dearborn, Suite 603
Chicago, IL 60602
(312) 332-2066
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same Prof. Milson is now being touted
as head of the new "civilian" government for the territories, slated to assume
responsibility for all aspects of life there
except security. According to the plan,
middle and lower-level functionaries in
the administration will soon be Palestinians, and the whole system will be transformed toward "autonomy" along whatever lines are agreed upon in the talks
between Israel, Egypt and the U.S.
But Kahalaf and mayor of El-Bira,
Ibrahim Jarvil—who dropped in on our
conversation—scoff at the thought that
this development could lead towards
their demand of complete independence.
Milson, if he takes the job, together with
the rest of the civil administration, will
remain subservient to Israel's defense
minister, who of course will remain responsible for the military aspects of occupation. And because the recognized
political representative, the PLO, is a
military enemy, the freedom of speech
and movement of democratically elected
Palestinian leaders will still be restricted
"for security reasons." How, they ask,
can a line be drawn between "civilian
administration" and the self-defined security needs of military rule?
The point was brought home later
the same day in Ramallah, when I asked
a passerby for help in locating a bookstore shut down by the army last August
—the very day Sharon promised to losen
restrictions—because it allegedly contained several of the thousands of books
banned by the military government. We
found the shuttered store, and then the
stranger, Hamad Amasi, told his story.
Last year, he had a job teaching in a
small village north of Jerusalem. But the
pay was low, and together with other
West Bank teachers, he went out on a
strike that was notable for its- lack of
political content. After several difficult
months, a compromise was reached, but
Amasi had meanwhile become active in
the 150-member teachers cojnmittee that
coordinated the struggle. WReiisgchools
reopened, he and the other Ieadersf6nnd
themselves dismissed—by the militaryXv
government. Would a civilian administration have made any difference? With
a shrug of his shoulders, the 25-year-old
Palestinian noted that the teachers' sal- '•(
aries come from Israel; it would hardly
matter which branch of the defense
istry was responsible.
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losing partial use of both legs in a stillunsolved car bombing 16 months ago,
was supposed toj^|0 Houston in July,
but is still waiting for permission.
One reasoj^given for preventing him
from leavingTlie^aid, was the recent session in Amman, Jordan, of the Jordanian-PLO joint committee for the occupied territories. The mayor was annoyed
but hardly surprised at not being allowed
to attend, but a much more serious problem concerning the joint committee is
brewing as well: Since it was established
after Camp David three years ago, the
body has forwarded significant funds to
West Bank and Gaza municipalities,
openly and above board, to be used for
the usual type of city development projects—sewage, schools, roads, public
buildings and so on. In 1980, Ramallah
alone received about $1 million from
this source.
Khalaf displayed a letter from the
West Bank military commander, dated
Aug. 31—well after Sharon's announcement about making life easier for the
residents under occupation. The letter,
short and to the point, did not mention
the Jordan-PLO committee by name,
but simply forbade the city from receiving any outside funds. No substitute
source for the many half-completed projects has been proposed by the military
government.
But the authorities have exhibited
some largesse to other, more cooperative, Palestinian leaders outside of the
West Bank's main cities. Especially in
the Hebron area, funding for development projects has been made available
to newly formed village leagues, which
have become the subject of heated debate in the Arabic press.
The village sheikhs involved claim that
the leagues, by remaining apolitical, are
able to get a fair deal from the military
authorities. This backhanded indictment
of the "political" urban leaders is rejected by Khalaf and the others, who say
that the league members have no real
support even in their own villages, and
accuse them of being Egyptian agents or
motivated in their collaboration by lucrative land deals with the Israelis.
According to Khalaf, the village league
idea was thought up by Israeli university
professor Menachem Milson, who formerly served as adviser to the West Bank
military government. Interestingly, the

ANGELES, CA

October 15
Love it or leave it! Workshop on "Reclaiming
the American Heritage" with Harry Boyte.
An investigation of the abuse of America's
symbols and traditions. 7:30 p.m. First Methodist Church. 813 S. Hope St. Tuition $3.50.
Sponsored by the Laurel Springs Institute.
Information: (212)625-1956.

November
6-7
\
Community or Chaos: Western International
Conference on Economic Dislocation, the
massive industrial, labor and capital shifts.
Bringing together labor, religious, commun-

Coalition for a New
Foreign and Military Policy

Notional Center for
Economic Alternatives

120 Maryland Ave., N.E.
Washington, DC 20002

2000 P Street, N.W.
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20036

C.O.I.N.-Consumers
Opposed to Inflation In
the Necessities
2000 P Street, N.W.
Suite 413
Washington, DC 20036

3244 N. Clark St.
Chicago, IL 60657

DSOC-Democratfc
Socialist Organizing
Committee

343 S. Dearborn, Room 305
Chicago, IL 60604

New Patriot Alliance

Science for the People
897 Main Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

853 Broadway, Room 801
New York, NY 10003

Midwest Academy

Socialist Party

600 West Fullerton Ave.
Chicago, IL 60614

ity and university groups. Barry Bluestone,
Bennett Harrison, Luisa Maria Rivera, Derek
Shearer, Harley Shaiken. For registration information (213)747-1522, Planning Office,
514 W. Adams Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90007.
B I N 6 H A M T O N . NY

October 3O-31
Women's Culture/Women's Politics Conference. Speakers: Mary Jo Buhle, Ann Gordon,
Blanche Cook, Ellen Dubois, Phyllis Mack,
Meredith Tax, Sara Ruddick. Panels, workshops: feminism, health, race, lesbians,
abortion rights, unions, films, psychoanalysis. Information: History Dept., SUNY,
Binghamton, NY 13901. (607) 798-2255.
M I N N E A P O L I S . MN

October 19
There will be a benefit concert for INFACT/
Nestle Boycott campaign with Gil Scott Heron and Dave Valentin. At the Riverview Club
at 7:00 and 10:00 p.m. Tickets are $10.00 from
INFACT, 1701 University S.E., Minneapolis,
MN 55405. (612)331-2333.
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NAM-New American
Movement

1011 N. 3rd St., No. 201
Milwaukee, Wl 53203

November 9-13
The Citizen Heritage Center will sponsor
"Reclaiming Our Culture and History," an intensive five-day session on use of cultural
and historical resources in effective citizen
action. Registration is limited to 25, on a
first-come basis. Contact: Citizen Heritage
Center, 2001 University Ave., S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55414. (612)623-1800.
NEW

Y O R K. N Y______

November S
Support the Polish workers! Join labor, antiwar and social activists in an afternoon in
solidarity with Solidarity. Speakers include
Pete Camarata, Barbara Garson, Michael
Harrington, C.L.R. James, Joanne Landy,
Sam Meyers, Grace Paley, I.F. Stone and
Paul Sweezy. Reception and entertainment.
District 1199 Auditorium, 310 West 43rd St.,
2-6 p.m. $2.50 contribution. For further information or advance tickets write S.S.C., 301
W. 105th St., NYC 10025. Make checks payable to S.S.C. Sponsored by Solidarity Support Campaign.
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also reports on the social and
psychological effects of the
bombings. It is shown that the
bomb survivors have to this day
higher unemployment rates,
higher layoff ratios, higher jobContinued fi':*' pzgs 13
change rates, and lower job
to living orgari'snic *J:.s.£ gamma classifications than the rest of
rays, there: would br msrs Isuk- the Japanese population. These
smia sxpsst&c &t Hircshbia findings are combined with the
than NagasEk:. However, rsssrl conclusions of psychologists
^calculations cf ihs Hsr^3;±r.a who find that many of the vicneutron fcxes a': the Lswra^jis tims have never regained full
Lives-more LECcratory *~alc£ts emotional equilibrium.
One of the most interesting
that the neutron fluxes & H:rcshima wer; cversstimatei. "f aspects of the book is the dethis is sc „ ti.sr. ths kukf^is, in- scription of how the victims and
cidence at H;;^Eniraa ,y&s cos- their supporters struggled to ated by ganiE-s ~sy exposure e.r.d tain recognition of the uniquesot r.eairoris. Tnis gvv-s vsry ness of their circumstance. The
strong supper: to ih? hypothesis U.S. occupation forces furnishthat thsrg is .-.-.o safe 'evsi for ed some relief in the months following the surrender, but it was
gamma ray ssraosure.
The Hirosfiiviia and Nagasaki official policy that there were
report dccur.if.nls the occur- no long-term effects from nucrence of nur7is~3us other physi- lear weapons different from the
cal aiimests sf the suivivors. It effects of conventional weap-
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ons. This policy was echoed by
the Japanese post-war government, which argued that the victims of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were to be treated no differently than the victims of the incendiary bombings of Tokyo.
The last section of the book
chronicles the three-decade
struggle, which still continues,
to recognize the special significance of the events at Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945.
Dozens of support committees
formed, merged, grew, fragmented and reformed during
that time. Without this atmosphere of public concern, most
of the research reported in this
book would not have been
done.
HI
Robert Nelson, an astronomer,
co-chairs the Los Angeles Federation of Scientists. He recently co-authored a report on the
effects of nuclear war in Los
Angeles.
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FRANKNESS

Housing Secretary
A Canadian busi- , Samuel Pierce said
nessman, Peter
, on July 21 that
Reagan policies will
Riggin (vp of
cause suffering for
Ncranda Mines),
the poor but that
wants the government to stop pubwithout those polilishing consumer
cies the middle class
price index reports.
would also suffer.
(He warned that a
He says they create
"discontent and
situation "worse
tension" among
than the Great
employees, and
Depression" would
cause them to ask
otherwise ensue.)

John Dean, former
star o:7 Watergate
hearings, is now on
the otner end of the
media business. He
heads a production
company producing
TV programs.

SOME CALL IT
GROWN-UP
Both Penthouse and
Playboy have
announced cable TV
series. "TV has
finally come of
age,'' crowed Penthouss't banner at a
recent convention.

CLASSIFIED
NY 11582.
RAY COMMUNITY NEWS—Ketional weekly. News of Lavender Lsft;
International gey news. Feminist,
non-profit. 83/12 issues. GCN.
Dapt. INT, Z?. ilromfisld St., Boston,
MA 02103.
NEP.n A S'JB8Cnis»T!OW? If you
don't have a subscription to IN
THFfi**- TIMES, why not get one
nov*/? Try 1'iT Et our low introductory ratss—ons yaar for only §18.95
or, six months for only $10.85! See
our ad in this wssk's issue. Subscribe tedsy.
BEYOND illCNOGAMY— open relationships newsletter/networking facilitator. Pastures interviews, letters from readers. $9/yr., sample
$1.00. Box SB7A:T, Denver, CO
8020B.

WIN MACAZfNE seeks eopysdtor.
Start Oct. 1. Involves writing, sditing ami me., ociicitation. Also seeking Busirmss.'promoticn Coordinator to iiertdla finances, fundraising,
ana promotion starting Dec. 1. §150
/week. Rssume ant! letter to WIN
Stat? Search, 3S3 Livin^ston St.,
Brooklyn, MY 11 21 7.
STAFFHH for Ubor Kolss, newsletter for union activists, reformers.
Self-starter with knowledge of labor movement and writing experience. Affirmative Action applied.
Write: Labor Notes, Bos 20001, Detroit, Ml 48220. (313) 883-5501.
CANVASS DIRECTOR—and organizer to follow up canvass for antinucieer waste dump campaign.
SS,000 psr year each. Ssnd rssume
to: Perlrncn, CAHD, Box 555, Albequarc.ua, NM 87103.

Hd., Columbia, MD 21044-8977.

BUTTONS/BUMPERSTICKERS Custom-printed (union shop). Lowest
Movement prices for 20 yearsl Largest variety anti-nuclear and other
fund-raising items in stock. Free
catalog...cal! (516) 791-7929. Larry
Fox, Box M-8, Valley Stream, NY
11582.
"MARXISTS DO IT WITH CLASS,"
"Oral Majority," "Anti-Nuke" bumperstickers. $1.50 postpaid, 10/$5.
Union label. Berkeley Sticker, 1731
Carleton, Berkeley, CA 94703. Catalog: SASE.

"•.ET VHS^ ;EAY J

Fall Courses:
Introduction to Homosexuality:
Sexuality, like all other
institutions, is historically
specific, as is the oppression of
those who violate sexual taboos.
This course will study the
historical development of homosexuality and the treatment of
homosexuals in the context of
class society.
Soviet Psychology: Applications
for Special Education: The
Soviet theory of activity,
especially as developed in
models of group learning has
exciting possibilities for helping
children and adolescents with
learning disabilities.
Other classes include: The
Economics of Fascism; The
National Question; Introduction
to Social Therapy: From Marx to
Freud; and Mind and Society;
Advanced Marxist Clinical
Psychology. Classes begin
October 12th.
For more information call Bette
Braun at 212-663-5056 or write
NYST&R, 865 West End Ave.,
#1-C, New York, NY 10025.

CATALOGS AVAILABLE—Labor &
Radical History, Economics, Medieval History. Free search service.
Bolerium Books, 931A Judah, San
Francisco, CA 94122.
"LA LUZ"—True story of lesbian
land community. $5.00, Juana, 11
W. South, Fayetville, AR 72701.
O R G A N I Z A T I O N S
DEREGULATE CONSCRIPTIONStamped envelope to New Party,
8319 Fulham Court, Richmond, VA
23227.

CONCERT
TYPOGRAPHERS

"Ths ?>!ore! Majority Is Neither,"
"Marrosr—Immoral Minority," "Unsrn^icysti," '".rnpsach Rsagan."
";-:n G/;o!ca." Buttons: 2/S1.00; 10/
K.C3; 23/815.00; 100/S25.00. Ellen
•n&as:, 7c:: 75?-", Valley Stream

Research

CHAPPAQUIDDICK — paperback
by R.B. Cutler...smoothly executed
"accident"...the Political Assassination of Edward Kennedy...$6.00
ppd.: Cutler Designs, Box 1465,
Manchester, MA 01944.

ADMINISTRATOR for San Francisco community coalition. Duties:
fundraiaing, clerical supervision,
financial management, developing
rnembcrehip base and coordinating
comma.ilty organizing campaigns.
Salary: SI.SCO-SI.VsO month. Send
rasurns :o: Morth of Market Plannii.g Gcs'ition, 225 Eddy, San Frannisco, CA S4102.

NORTHERN
• LIGHTS

A

Sreen on tan,
yellow, or It blue
S

6°° each (post
paid) sues small

to X large

SEEN A GOOD GN-E LATELY? (Cartoon, caricature or irreverent sketch
of Former Govsrnor Reagan, that
is...) Please send a copy for my
growing collection! Hilyard, 3218
Atwood, Madiscn, Wl 53704.
TENANTS SONGS, traditional and
contemporary, sought for album.
Contact: California Housing Research Foundation, 280 38th St.,
Oakland, CA 84311.

» i §e o

gives to tlje military

black on red,
tan. It blue
'6"-' earn

(post naid),
si/es '-mall to
X Id'ge

black on tan,

red, It blue or
yellow, '6°"
each (post
paid), sizes

SURE, ma

We are currently offering
Northern Lights and The
War at Horn© at a 10%
discount. Excellent for
organizing, classrooms,
fundraisers, workshops,
rallies, etc. Cassette or
16mm. Rent or purchase
New Front Films
1409 Willow Street
Minneapolis, MN 55403
(612)872-0805

I

i s

SCANNER OWNERS! Hear Federal agencies! 120 page book reveals
50,000 frequencies: FBI, CIA, Treasury, FCC, Immigration, Border,
Customs, Secret Service, NRC,
ATF, EPA, Marshals, Federal Prisons, military, ste. New 4th edition!
$9.95 + SI first class mailing. CRB
Research, Box 55-TT, Commack.
NY 11725.

small--X large

Also available:
IF i CANT DANCE

1 Don't Want to be
Part of Your Revolution
(w/graphic of Emma Goldman)
QUESTION AUTHORITY
(black, red or blue)
EAT THE RICH
(red only)
plus lots of buttons too
send 25< for catalos
Mail to: Box ITT

Northernsun Merchandising
1519 E. Franklin Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Guild Books
& Periodicals
1118 W. Armitage
Chicago, 111. 60614
(312) 525-3667

"Virtuoso performance
on the Compugraphic"
We've changed our name, but
we're still fast, cheap and
accurate. And we've got
many new type faces to
choose from. Whatever your
typesetting needs are—from
business cards to book
manuscripts—we'll guarantee
our work to your satisfaction.

WHY NOT?...give In These Times
this holiday season? It's easy and
cheap. The 1st one year gift sub is
only $19.50 and the rest are just
$16.50. Too much? How about a six

The New York
Institute for
Social Therapy &

month gift? The first is only $10.95
and the rost are just $9.95. Check
the ad in this wash's issue.

! f 1 S

ITT NEEDS HELP! Volunteers are
needed for assorted clerical duties.

B O O K S

THEMM—The Equally Moral Minority. Fight religious jingoism. One
of Themm buttons, sample newsletter, $2. Bullock. 5072 Stoneboat

O H

MOVING? Let In These Times be
the first to know. Send us a current
label from your newspaper along
with your new address. Please allow 4-6 weeks to process the
change. Send to: In These Times,
Circulation Dept., 1509 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, IL 60822.

"THE MORAL MAJORITY IS NEITHER"; "U.S. Out of El Salvador";
"Stop the Arms Race Not the Human Race"; "Question Authority".
Buttons, Bumperstickers $1/two;
16/twenty Bumperstickers, $5/
twenty Buttons. Donneliy/Colt, Box
271-IT, New Vernon, NJ 07976.

YEAMS7EFS3 for £ Democratic Union (TBU), 'die national rank-and-fiie
movement for reform In tns Teamsters, isj sssking en Office AdminIstrator/Orgenlzar. Responsibilities
will bs aplit bstwesn staff supervision anc otrser administrative jobs
end sorrta organizing and outreach
tasks, i-ierd work, long hours, many
rewards. Position to be filled by
Jan. 1, 133??. Salary range: §9,500.
Contact Yi-JU, SOK 101 SS, Detroit,
Mi, or cell (313) 842-23CO.

IS'i'H^B,, E T C .

f T i

Please contact Al Staats, ITT, 1509
N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, IL
80622. 312-489-4444.

Literature • History • Politics
Art • Women & Minority Studies

Wide Selection—Periodicals
& Records • Books in Spanish
Come in and browse.

MODERN
BOOKSTORE
4O7 S- Dearborn St. Suite 23O
Chicago, IL6O6O5

312/663-9O76

Midwest's widest selection of Marxist
literature on Black !k Labor History.
Women, The Socialist World, Africa,
Philosophy. Economics, Literature, etc.
In English, Spanish & Persian.

Men* thru Set. lO-i

& Associates
Management & marketing
consulting form serving the
public interest community.
Specializing in publishing
and organisation development, driact mail & media
outreach. For more information, write: ASA, 541 W.
Oakdale, Sv.ite 401, Chicago,
IL 60657; 312-935-0548.

NRAG Business Venture Study
The Northern Rockies Action Group is trying to locate attempts by
citizen groups to own profit-oriented businesses as a means of selfsupport. These attempts will be summarized in a report with
recommendations and warnings to other groups considering this
fundraising alternative. If you know of any such attempts or would like
further information, contact: Charles Cagnon, Research Director, NRAG
Business Venture Study, 300 Buchanan, #210, San Francisco, CA 94102.

Write your own classified ad here:

Olctsslfieds
45C per word prepaid
Special Discounts
3-9 insertions 4OC per word
1O-19 insertions 35C par word
2O + insertions 3OC per word

For estimates, references and
scheduling, contact: Jim
Rinnert, Concert Typographers, 1509 North Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
60622. (312)489-4447
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By Greg Moyer and Mark Mayell

F ANYONE DOUBTS THE LEADING
role soft drinks have played in reshaping the American diet over
the past two decades, consider
k these figures:
• The average man, woman, and child
in the United States drank 410 12-ounce
soft drinks last year—up from 128 in
1960. That's equivalent to nearly 40 gallons per person, or an average of 13"
ounces a day.
• In 1971, sodas surpassed coffee as
America's most popular drink. With a
sales curve that looks like the trajectory
of a Minuteman missile, soft drinks continue to steal a larger share of the beverage market. By 1979, they accounted for
over a third of the U.S. beverage dollar.
• A single food source, soda pop, now
provides about eight percent of the calories consumed daily by the average person.
Virtually all those calories come from our
leading food additive—sugar. Sodas account for roughly 25 percent of our refined sugar consumption, the largest contributor among all food groups.
• The soft-drink industry cashed in last
year at $17 billion wholesale—or, at the
retail level, the equivalent of $100 per
person per year.
Soft drinks originated as obscure patent medicines in the Civil War-ravaged
South. When John Styth Pemberton, a
druggist and former Confederate soldier,
first added an extract from the African
kola nut to an extract from coca, he had
no idea that his "brain tonic" would
push sales for the Coca-Cola Company
to $5.9 billion a century later.
How many people realize that a 12ounce can of Coke contains 9.2 teaspoons
of sugar? Would anyone sprinkle that
amount of this controversial white crystal
over a bowl of cereal or dissolve it into a
tall glass of iced tea? Today, 65 percent of
the refined sugar consumed by Americans
is delivered through the products of food
and beverage manufacturers.
The soft drink trade association takes
the position that sodas ate "strictly for
refreshment." But other than dental
caries, sugar may be linked to several
degenerative diseases. In a letter to the
Department of Health and Human Services, the Center for Science in the Public
Interest cites research that suggest sugar
is tied to nutrient deficiencies, obesity,
heart disease, high blood pressure and behavioral disorders. CSPI asked the government to reevaluate the "generally recognized as safe" (GRAS) status of the
food additive.

Caffeine and chemicals.
In 1906, the federal government called
Coca-Cola on the carpet for using caffeine in its ever-popular beverage. Only
four years earlier, the company had
agreed to drop cocaine from its ingredient list after years of concerted criticism
from the medical community.

The controversy over caffeine has intensified as more and more children drink
Coke. It's no longer unusual to find infants weaned from baby formula only to
be given soda pop. A study published in
the February 1981 Food Technology
showed 40 percent of one- and two-yearolds average nine ounces of soft drinks a
day. The caffeine intake ranges from 31
milligrams (mgs) for Coke to 46 mgs for
Dr. Pepper. (A cup of percolated coffee
contains 110 mgs of caffeine.)
The Food and Drug Administration is
proposing to take caffeine off the list of
GRAS food additives, and assign it an
"interim" status. That step would keep
caffeine on the market as an additive, but
start a series of tests to further evaluate
the health impact of the substance.
Other additives endanger soft drinks as
well. Without brominated vegetable oils
(BVOs) some soft drinks would appear
thin; their flavoring oils would form a
ring around the neck of the bottle. In
1969 a Canadian study found that rats fed
high concentrations of BVOs for 80 days
suffered heart, liver, thyroid, testicle and
kidney damages and changes. An English
study shortly thereafter showed that BVO
can accumulate in animal tissues.
Eventually the PDA removed BVOs
from the GRAS list, and set a limit of 15
parts per million (ppm) for BVOs in
foods and beverages. The order reduced
BVO in some soft drinks 20-fold.
At least two major soft drinks, Orange
Crush and Mello Yello, still use BVOs in
their formulas, despite safer alternatives.

Come alive.
What ignited the soft drink explosion?
The twin factors largely responsible for
the recent burst in sales appear to be ever
more clever promotion and increased
availability.
As Jerry Stevens, executive editor of
the trade journal Beverage Industry told
the National Brewers and Beverage Packing Association, "In the American public
consciousness, soft drinks are a social
amenity—a delightful interlude. Something that goes well with friends, something that is friendship, something that
tastes like love...something that makes
you feel good, better, wonderful, groovy,
alive, with it, vibrant, zestful, turned on,
and just plain happy."
These perceptions are the outgrowth of
shrewd and aggressive marketing that has
been the hallmark of the soda industry
since its inception. By 1912, the Advertising Club of America had already cited
Coca-Cola for marketing the best advertised product in America.
The man who coined one of the most
successful slogans in corporate history,
"Things Go Better With Coke," spoke
succinctly about the goals of his client
when he said, "The product of the CocaCola Company is not Coca-Cola—that
makes itself. The product of the Coca-
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Cola Company is advertising."
Past soft drink campaigns offer textbook examples of advertising at its most
effective. In 1969 Pepsi-Cola research
showed that its successful slogan, "Come
Alive, You're in the Pepsi Generation,"
had lost its impact to rally a nation that
had become engulfed in domestic strife
and was fighting an unpopular war. The
ad men huddled, and decided that "America should be extolled as a good place."
The result was the memorable "You've
Got a Lot to Live, and Pepsi's Got a Lot
to Give" sung in an upbeat go§p«l^rpck
style. In the words of Pepsi's presided
the campaign focused on "the new national pastime—living and making every
second count."
But advertising alone—no matter how
skillfully plied—cannot account for skyrocketing sales. New forms of packaging, __
and merchandising are aspects of anoj.
significant factor: increased availability.
In 1976, the Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Los Angeles sold 20 soft drink
brands in 133 packages. That's a far cry
from the old days when all Coke came in
the universally recognized Georgia green
returnable bottle.
Convenient "no deposit, no return"
carry-home cartons, plastic containers
and aluminum cans cater to the needs of
different segments of a diverse market.
The new containers have worked wonders for supermarket sales: Pepsi-Cola is
now the largest selling product of any
kind on the supermarket shelf. About 60
percent of all soft drink purchases are
made in food stores.
At the fast food restaurant Coca-Cola
is winning hands down. One Coke executive claims to have cornered 80 percent of
the 200,000 outlets. The purveyors of fast
food are all smiles, too. They turn over a
huge profit on a high-demand item. It
only costs them about 2.5 cents to serve a
cup of Coke.
And let us not forget vending machines. The number of soft drink vending
machines in the U.S., according to annual censuses taken by Vending Times,
now approaches two million, double the
number of 20 years ago. One-third of
every dollar put into a vending machine
buys a soft drink. In 1979, Americans
pumped some $4.5 billion into the mechanical dispensers to receive over 15 billion
cups, cans and bottles of soft drinks.
Since the total amount of liquid people consume holds roughly constant
over time, we can predict the logical outcome of all this heady growth. If the
spiralling soft drink consumption continues, by the year 2014 soft drinks will
replace all other beverages in the
American diet, including water.
•
This article first appeared in longer form
as "The Soft Drink Explosion" in Nutrition Action (Aug., 1981), a members'
publication of Center for Science in the
Public Interest, 1755 S. St. NW, Washington, D.C., 20009. $20/yr. membership.

